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Background 
The policy document “The Role of the Non-Jew in Temple Shalom” came together after a 
thoughtful process and congregationally-based conversations in the late 1980’s.  It was a cutting-
edge document, ahead of its time and eventually included in the first published volume of the 
then UAHC’s book Defining the Role of the Non Jew in the Synagogue. 

In 2011 an ad-hoc committee examined our then 20-year old policy, and recommended a change 
in some aspects of the membership rights and governing privileges for non-Jewish (gentile) 
members of Temple Shalom.  These recommendations were accepted at the Temple Shalom 
Annual Congregational Meeting in June of 2011.  That ad-hoc committee specifically and 
explicitly dealt only with issues of governance and membership; it did not address questions of 
ritual at all. 

The current policy states that “The role of the non-Jew in our worship service is decided by the 
senior rabbi of the congregation and in consideration of Reform Responsa and Reform practice 
on this subject.” 

It then goes on to specify: “Currently, non-Jews may sit on the bima, go to the Ark to open and 
close the Ark doors, read appropriate passages from the prayer book, participate in hakafot (the 
procession of the Torah – translation added; the term was not translated in the policy itself), light 
Shabbat candles and present b’nei mitzvah certificates.” 

The policy goes on to specify what non-Jews may not do: “Non-Jews may not hold the Torah, or 
undress or dress it, or recite the blessings for the reading of the Torah, or read from the Torah.  
They may not administer the bar/bat mitzvah Torah charge or read passages from the prayer 
book which are obviously meant to be read by Jews.” 

Analysis 
The basic distinction outlined above, and its guiding spirit, is the balance between two vitally 
important values: the sense of welcome and inclusiveness that we believe in, and the 
appreciation of the fundamental integrity of the ritual act –that words and acts and deeds should 
authentically reflect the commitments of those who are carrying them out.  Indeed, the revised 
policy of 2011 states “We are a Jewish house of worship and learning with an open door and a 
welcoming approach.  We recognize that ‘being Jewish matters,’ that a personal spiritual and/or 
cultural connection with Jewish identity is a fundamentally important part of many roles in a 
Jewish religious institution; within that context we also seek to work towards the maximum 
amount of appropriate inclusiveness, to welcome our non-Jewish members, to both serve and 
reflect who we are as a community and a congregation.” 



Policy Change 
Reform Responsa and common congregational practice within the Reform movement retain the 
sense of a distinction between certain acts and others, some of which imply or even explicitly 
express a spiritual commitment to Jewish life, and should therefore be led only by those who can 
publicly reflect that personal commitment.  But over time there are some acts which fall into a 
“gray” area, and where a restrictive policy has had unintended negative implications. 

The custom of “passing the Torah” from generation to generation at a Bar/Bat Mitzvah is 
actually a Reform innovation in worship. Some Conservative congregations have copied the 
practice; it is unknown in traditional circles.  Certainly the Torah is passed on from Jewish 
grandparents, but in the case of many interfaith families in our community, the non-Jewish 
parent is as much (if not occasionally more) of a reason why the Bar/Bat Mitzvah is taking place 
at all, than is the Jewish parent. Additionally, the custom of not having the non-Jewish parent 
participate in passing the Torah has led to the assumption – incorrect in Jewish law – that non-
Jews may not “touch” a Torah.  This has conveyed an incorrect impression of almost magical 
powers to the object itself; the Torah is, of course, a central sacred symbol of Jewish life, and our 
people has a unique relationship to and with it – but there is no prohibition on “touch” that was 
somehow conveyed. 

Therefore, in keeping with the determination that “the role of the non-Jew in our worship 
services is decided by the senior rabbi of the congregation,” in examination of relevant Responsa 
and in consultation with other congregations, we are making the following change: 

“Currently, non-Jews may sit on the bima, go to the Ark to open and close the Ark doors, read 
appropriate passages from the prayer book, participate in hakafot, participate in the parental 
passing of the Torah, present the  Bar/Bat Mitzvah certificate, and participate in the service in 
other ways which make sense in a communal context as a reflection of their own personal 
identity. 

Ritual acts directly involving the preparation of the Torah scroll (dressing or undressing the 
scroll), reciting the traditional blessings surrounding the reading of the Torah, the ritual reading 
of the Torah itself, and passages from the prayer book which are obviously meant to be read by 
Jews are roles which are reserved for Jewish participants in the service.”   

One additional sentence will be added after the last paragraph: “Where barriers to participation 
for non-Jewish family members wishing to participate in a service exist, alternative and creative 
wording or roles will be explored.” 
 


